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Restoring the sting to metric preheating
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The relative growth of field and metric perturbations during preheating is sensitive to initial conditions set in
the preceding inflationary phase. Recent work suggests this may protect super-Hubble metric perturbations
from resonant amplification during preheating. We show that this possibility is fragile and sensitive to the
specific form of the interactions between the inflaton and other fields. The suppression is naturally absent in
two classes of preheating in which either:~1! the vacua of the noninflaton fields during inflation are deformed
away from the origin; or~2! the effective masses of noninflaton fields during inflation are small but during
preheating are large. Unlike the simple toy model of ag2f2x2 coupling, most realistic particle physics models
contain these other features. Moreover, they generically lead to both adiabatic and isocurvature modes and
non-Gaussian scars on super-Hubble scales. Large-scale coherent magnetic fields may also appear naturally.

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Standard inflationary models must end with a phase
reheating during which the inflatonf transfers its energy to
other fields. Reheating itself may begin with a violently no
equilibrium ‘‘preheating’’ era, when coherent inflaton osc
lations lead to resonant particle production~see@1# and Refs.
therein!. Until recently, preheating studies implicitly as
sumed that preheating proceeds without affecting the sp
time metric. In particular, causality was thought to be a ‘‘s
ver bullet,’’ ensuring that on cosmologically relevant sca
the nonadiabatic effects of preheating could be ignored.

In fact, exciting, super-Hubble effects are possible dur
preheating, and metric perturbations may be resonantly
plified on all length scales@2–4#. Causality is not violated
precisely because of the huge coherence scale of the infl
immediately after inflation@2# ~see also@5#!. Strong preheat-
ing ~with resonance parameterq@1; see@1,2# for overviews
and notation! typically leads to resonant amplification of sc
lar metric perturbation modesFk , including those on super
Hubble scales~i.e., k/aH!1, wherea is the scale factor and
H the Hubble rate!. One of our aims is to answer the questi
‘‘how typical is typical?’’

The answer is crucial since preheating can lead to dis
tions in the anisotropies in the cosmic microwave ba
ground ~CMB!. Observational limits rule out those mode
that produce unbridled nonlinear growth, but models wh
pass the metric preheating test on Cosmic Background
plorer ~COBE! scales may nevertheless leave a nonadiab
signature of preheating in the CMB. Hence one can
longer universally avoid consideration of reheating wh
analyzing inflationary predictions for cosmology, even if t
final effect of reheating in some particular models is sma

In this vein, it has been argued recently@6,7# that metric
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perturbations on super-Hubble scales are in fact immun
metric preheating in the archetypal two-field potential ty
cally used in earlier studies@1,2#. The claim arises becaus
the initial value of the fluctuations in the created boso
field x at the start of preheating is much smaller than t
used in@2#. The basic argument is as follows. For the co
pling 1

2 g2f2x2, strong preheating typically requiresq
[g2f2/m2@1 ~exceptions exist in whichq is small but met-
ric preheating is strong@4#!. This increases the effectivex
mass relative to the Hubble rate during inflation,mx,eff
;gf@H;m, wherem is the inflaton mass. This leads to a
exponential suppression}a23/2 of both x and dxk during
inflation; hence these fields would have values at the star
preheating around;10236 smaller than those used in a
previous simulations. This would stifle any growth in th
small-k modes ofF until late times. Initial conditions for
large-k modes, in contrast, are claimed to be unaffected,
that they would grow nonlinear first. Their resulting backr
action would then end the resonance before any interes
effects occur on cosmologically significant scales@6,7#. Irre-
spective of super-Hubble behavior, we note that nonper
bative metric-preheating effects are vital on smaller sca
@6,8#, and this in itself is amajor departure from the old
theory that neglects metric perturbations in preheating. M
ric preheating leads to interesting possibilities, such as
nificant primordial black hole formation@2# ~see also@8,6#!.

Returning to super-Hubble scales,k/aH!1, we will
show that the above suppression mechanism ishighly sensi-
tive to the particular form of interaction Lagrangian, whi
metric preheating is not. Indeed, the suppression ofx and
dxk at the start of preheating argued for in@6,7# is absentfor
models in either of the following two classes:

Class I. Models in which the vacuum expectation valu
~VEV! of x is nonzero during inflation.
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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Class II. Models in which thex effective mass is smal
during inflation but undergoes a transition and becomes la
during preheating.

Since these possibilities arise naturally in a variety of
alistic particle physics models, we conclude that the supp
sion mechanism proposed recently@6,7# is fragile, i.e., un-
stable to small changes in the potential. On the other ha
resonant growth of super-Hubble metric perturbations in p
heating isrobust, since it persists under small changes of t
potential.

The fields split into a homogeneous part and fluctuatio
f I(t,x)5w I(t)1df I(t,x). The background equations are

H25 1
3 k2FV1 1

2 ( ẇ I
2G , ẅ I13Hẇ I1VI50, ~1!

wherek2[8p/Mpl
2 and VI[]V/]w I . The linearized equa

tions of motion for the Fourier modes of field (df Ik) and
scalar metric fluctuations (Fk) are

~df Ik!••13H~df Ik!•1~k2/a2!df Ik

52( VIJdfJk14ẇ IḞk22VIFk , ~2!

Ḟk1HFk5 1
2 k2( ẇ Idf Ik . ~3!

This system is subject to the constraint

F k2

a2
2 1

2 k2( ẇ I
2GFk52 1

2 k2( ẇ I
2~df Ik /ẇ I !

•, ~4!

which we use to check the accuracy of our numerical in
grations of Eqs.~2! and ~3! and to setFk initial conditions.

We envisage a model with the inflatonf1[f5w(t)
1df(t,x) coupled to a massless scalar fieldf2[x5X(t)
1dx(t,x) ~assumed to be in its vacuum state near the en
inflation!. This schematically represents the particle cont
of the inflationary and preheating eras. More realistic mod
should consider the gauge group, nonminimal coupling
fermionic effects, and of course an accurate phenomeno
of metric preheating must begin to study these issues@9#.
However, since we are interested only in essential concep
points, this simple picture will suffice for now.

II. SUPER-HUBBLE METRIC PREHEATING

The often-used interaction term12 g2f2x2 is not the only
coupling appropriate to preheating, but is rather one sim
example for which resonance occurs. As we show bel
additional couplings linear inx, as well as quadratic cou
plings in whichg2,0, provide a mechanism for escaping t
inflationary suppression claimed in@6,7#. Essentially, these
alternatives produce a nonzero attractorXÞ0, to which in-
flation drives thex field, so that the initial values ofX and
dxk;0 at preheating are not suppressed. These possibil
are incorporated in the effective potential
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V5 1
2 m2f21 1

4 lf41 1
4 lx~x22s2!21 1

2 eg2f2x2

1g̃2kn23fnx, ~5!

for the constantse561 andn52,3. Thel, lx terms ensure
that V is bounded from below. The various terms in th
potential are phenomenologically well motivated:

In theories where supersymmetry~SUSY! is softly bro-
ken, the potential will only acquire logarithmic radiative co
rections and the suppression may apply. However, in rea
tic models with gravity, SUSY is replaced by supergrav
~SUGRA!, and SUGRA models often contain couplings
the formfnx,n52,3 @10#.

Even if g̃50 initially, if the x field exhibits symmetry-
breaking (sÞ0), shifting the fieldx→x2s generates the
linear termsg2f2x via the quadratic coupling. The possib
importance of symmetry breaking of this sort has long be
noted@11# for its role in generating single-body inflaton de
cays and hence complete inflaton decay. If we chooses to
correspond to the grand unified theory~GUT! scale, then
s/Mpl;g̃2/g2;1023.

Negative coupling instability~NCI! models (e521) are
dominated by the coupling2g2f2x2, and thex field is
driven to a nonzero VEV during inflation@12#.

A fermionic couplinghc̄xc, would lead to a driving term
h^c̄c& in thex equation of motion. This would have a sim
lar effect of giving a nonzero VEV forx.

A. Class I: unsuppressed initial conditions

We now present analytical arguments~assuming for sim-
plicity that s50) to show that the new couplings avoid th
claimed suppression of super-Hubblex fluctuations. By Eq.
~1!, the backgroundX field obeys

Ẍ13HẊ1eg2w2X1lxX352g̃2kn23wn, ~6!

and by Eq.~2!, its large-scale fluctuations satisfy

~dxk!
••13H~dxk!

•1@eg2w213lxX2#dxk

54ẊḞk1@~22n!g̃2kn23wn2112lxX3/w#dfk ,

~7!

where we used the slow-roll relationF'2df/w. We now
consider the two separate cases with similar results:

Case 1:eÄ1,g̃Ì0,lx negligible

Using the fact thatw,H' constant during inflation, we
see that while the solution of the homogeneous part of
~6! decays rapidly towards zero asa23/2, the particular solu-
tion arising from the inhomogeneous term is approximat
constant. It follows thatx emerges at the end of inflatio
(t5t0) with background part

X~ t0!'2~ g̃/g!2kn23@w~ t0!#n22, ~8!

wherew(t0)'0.3Mpl . Similarly, the fluctuations also have
nontransient solution. Forn52, we need to include the sma
2-2
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term ẊḞk , which is not straightforward to evaluate, but f
n53 we can neglect this term, and Eq.~7! implies

dxk~ t0!'2~ g̃/g!2dfk~ t0!. ~9!

Thus the super-Hubblex fluctuations emerge from inflation
unsuppressed, though smaller than the inflaton fluctuat
by a factor (g̃/g)2.

Case 2:eÄÀ1,g̃Ä0

NCI coupling gives rise to a nonzero VEV, since Eq.~6!

has an attractor solution (Ẋ→0), and then using this solu
tion, the fluctuations governed by Eq.~7! are also seen to
have an approximate attractor solution:

X~ t0!'~g/Alx!w~ t0!, dxk~ t0!'~g/Alx!dfk~ t0!.
~10!

In both cases, for consistency, inflation should be domina
by the 1

2 m2f2 term in the potential, and the super-Hubb
fluctuations should be dominated by adiabatic inflaton fl
tuations. The equations forw anddf show that this will be
secured if l is negligible and ueg2X21ng̃2kn23wn22Xu
!m2, given Eqs.~8!–~10!. In summary, our analytical argu
ments show that by the end of inflation, thex field and its
super-Hubble fluctuations are not negligibly small; the line
couplings (g̃.0,e51) and the negative quadratic couplin
(e521, g̃50) each provide a mechanism to evade
super-Hubble suppression ofx fluctuations.

B. Class I: numerical simulations

In order to confirm and extend the analytical argume
above, we performed numerical simulations in one Clas
model, with g̃2f3x coupling (e51, l, and lx negligible!.
To avoid subtleties associated with matching inflation to p
heating, we numerically integrated Eqs.~1!–~3! starting deep
inside the inflationary era.Our primary interest is in cosmo
logically relevant scales, so we follow the evolution of
scale that crosses the Hubble radius att5t in , about 55e
folds before the start of preheating att5t0.

The slow-roll approximation givesN5k2(w in
2 2w0

2)/4 for
the number ofe folds before the end of inflation, so w
choosew in53Mpl to getN'55. For the backgroundx field
we use the approximate dominant solution in Eq.~8! and
take Xin52(g̃/g)2w in . We follow @6# and take the field
fluctuations at Hubble-crossing (k5aH) as k3udf Iku2

5H3/(2v Ik) and u(df Ik)•u5v Ikudf Iku, wherev Ik
2 5(k/a)2

1mI
2 , with mx5gw. We also takeẊin5vxXin . The initial

metric perturbation (Fk) in is then fixed by Eq.~4!. The co-
moving wavenumber isk'ma(t0)e2Nkw in /A6. We also
take g̃/g<1022, with g5A4p/331023 and m51026Mpl .
This yields a resonance parameterq53.83105 which is
used for all our simulations here.

As well as tracking a scale that crosses the Hubble ra
at t in , we consider scales that are within the Hubble radiu
t0, i.e.,at the start of preheating, with k/a0H0.1. Although
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fluctuations on these small scales are cosmologically in
nificant, we need to compare their evolution with those
very large scales, since this has a bearing on the questio
backreaction. The initial amplitude is given bya0

3udf Iku2

51/(2v Ik), and fork/a0@gw0@m we find thatudf Ik(t0)u
51/(a0A2k).

The numerical results summarized in Fig. 1 confirm t
analytical discussion above. The field and metric fluctuatio
on cosmological scales are resonantly amplified as expec
The curvature perturbationz5F2H(Ḟ1HF)/Ḣ, which
would remain constant in standard reheating on sup
Hubble scales in adiabatic models, instead shows viole
nonadiabatic growth. This resonant amplification will be te
minated by backreaction effects, which are governed by
growth of the variancêx2&}*dk k2udxku2 ~suitably renor-
malized and regularized@13#!. Resonant growth on sma
scales will reinforce the backreaction, since thek2 factor will
weight the sub-Hubble contribution more strongly. O
simulations indicate that for the chosen value ofq, resonance
occurs for sub-Hubble scales with 1<k/a0H0,100 at the
start of preheating, which occurs atmt0;20. In Fig. 2 we
plot the fluctuations for a mode withk/a0H0510. In addi-
tion to the resonance, this shows that nonlinear growth in
sub-Hubble mode occursbefore that of the super-Hubble
mode of Fig. 1. Nonlinear growth of the super-Hubble mod
may therefore be prevented, but since these modes beg
grow resonantly soon after the sub-Hubble modes (Dmt
;20), we can expect some preheating growth in the po
spectrum on cosmological scales. For other values ofq we
expect that super-Hubble modes may grow the quickest
explicitly occurs in some models which can be studied a
lytically @4#. The study of backreaction~including both
gravitational and matter-field contributions!, and of the pre-
heating imprint on the power spectrum, is currently
progress.

An indication of how the strength of the super-Hubb
resonance inFk is affected by changes in the couplin

FIG. 1. Growth of uk3/2Fku,uk3/2zku,uk3/2dfku/Mpl and

uk3/2dxku/Mpl with g̃/g51022, k/ma0;10223, and q53.83105.
Inset: Including the detailed evolution during inflation.
2-3
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strengthg̃/g is given in Fig. 3. Here we have plotted the tim
tnl when the metric and field fluctuations grow to be nonl
ear, i.e.,uk3/2Fku;1,uk3/2df Iku;Mpl. The results show how
tnl increases in response to the suppression of initial co
tions that occurs asg̃ is decreased. Note that synchronizati
occurs: all fluctuations share roughly the sametnl values so
that we expectMpl

2 ^F2&;^f2&,^x2&. The importance of
metric perturbations in determining backreaction has b
independently noted in recent work@8#.

C. Class II models

In Class II models, thex effective mass is simply very
small during inflation but then becomes large at preheat
This occurs naturally in various models:

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for a scale that is within the Hubb
radius at thestart of preheating(mt0;20), with k/a0H0510.

FIG. 3. The time to nonlinearity for super-Hubble perturbatio

asg̃/g increases from 1024 to 1022 (q53.83105). On average,tnl

decreases rapidly asg̃/g increases. Inset: a zoom with 531024

<g̃/g<531023.
06130
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Globally SUSY hybrid models based on the superpot

tial W5aSw̄w2m2S, where the singletS plays the role of
the inflaton. The corresponding unbroken potential isV

5a2uS2u(uwu21uw̄u2)1uaww̄2m2u2, together withD terms

which vanish along the flat directionuwu5uw̄* u. For S
@m/Aa, inflation occurs with the minimum of the potentia

at ^w&5^w̄&50. However, forS<m/Aa,V has a new mini-
mum at^S&50, ^w&5m/Aa, and preheating occurs via os
cillations around this minimum@14#. Now let us couplex
not to the inflatonS, but to the fieldw through the term
g2x2uwu2. Then thex effective massguwu vanishesduring
inflation ~up to logarithmic corrections! —and hence so doe
the suppression mechanism of@6,7#. The effective mass only
departs strongly from zero once inflation ends and rehea
begins, leading to a huge increase in the value of the re
nance parameterq.

In models with strong running of coupling constan
where the beta function is negative, such as occurs in Q
the theory is asymptotically free and the couplingincreases
at lower energies. Perhaps the strongest examples of thi
based onS-type dualities, where the couplingg2 is very
small during inflation but is very large during reheatin
which occurs in the strongly coupled phase with dual co
pling }1/g2@1. An example is provided by ‘‘dual inflation’’
@15#, wheremx,eff;gf,H, andx fluctuations are similar to
those in the inflaton, and not strongly suppressed. In fac
is arguable that models of this sort are needed if preheatin
to be viable in non-SUSY theories, since largeg leads to
radiative corrections to the potential which may violate t
slow-roll conditions for inflation.

III. NEW COSMOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Our eventual goal must be to calculate physical quanti
such as the power spectrum ofFk . Since PF

5k3uFku2/2p2, one might be concerned that these stro
preheating effects atk→0 would be made irrelevant by th
k3 phase space factor. Perhaps the easiest way to see tha
is not so is to look at the evolution ofzk . Sincezk is not
conserved for smallk ~see Fig. 1!, the standard normalization
of the CMB spectrum is increased. This can only take pla
if the power spectrum of metric fluctuations is strongly a
fected ask→0. This is understandable since preheating a
only as a nontrivial transfer functionT(k).

Beyond the effects discussed in@2#, metric preheating can
lead to a host of interesting new effects.

The growth ofzk implies amplification of isocurvature
modes in unison with adiabatic scalar modes on sup
Hubble scales. Preheating thus yields the possibility of
ducing a post-inflationary universe with both isocurvatu
and adiabatic modes on large scales. If these are uncorre
and of roughly equal strength, the corresponding Dopp
peaks will tend to cancel@16#. ~This mechanism is indepen
dent of the one discussed in@2#, which requires nonlinearity
to persist until decoupling.! However, if the adiabatic and
isocurvature modes are strongly correlated, this would cre
the possibility of a ‘‘smoking gun’’ fingerprint of preheating
The challenge remains to distinguish such correlations fr
2-4
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those induced in hybrid inflation.
Because the metric perturbations can go nonline

whether on sub- or super-Hubble scales, the correspondix
density perturbationsd typically have non-Gaussian stati
tics. This is simply a reflection of the fact that21<d,`,
so that the distribution of necessity becomes skewed
non-Gaussian. Further, in Class II models, where^x&50
during inflation,x perturbations in the energy density w
necessarily be non-Gaussian~chi-squared distributed!, even
if dxk is Gaussian distributed, since stress-energy com
nents are quadratic in the fluctuations~see, e.g.,@17#!. Non-
Gaussian effects are therefore an intrinsic part of many m
ric preheating models~particularly those in Class II!, and
open up a potential signal for detection in future expe
ments.

Another new feature we would like to identify is th
breaking of conformal invariance. Once metric perturbatio
become large on some scale, the metric on that scale ca
be thought of as taking the simple Friedmann-Lemait
Robertson-Walker~FLRW! form, and conformal invariance
is lost. This is particularly important for the production
primordial magnetic fields, which are usually strongly su
pressed due to the conformal invariance of the Maxw
equations in a FLRW background. The coherent oscillati
of the inflaton during preheating further provide a natu
cradle for producing a primordial seed for the observ
large-scale magnetic fields. A charged inflaton field, w
kinetic termDmf(Dmf)* , will couple to electromagnetism
through the gauge covariant derivativeDm5¹m2 ieAm .
This will naturally lead to parametric resonant amplificati
.

M
ys
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of the existing magnetic field, which could produce larg
scale coherent seed fields on the required super-Hu
scales without fine-tuning@18#. ~Note that a tiny seed field
must exist during inflation due to the conformal trac
anomaly and one-loop QED corrections in curved spacet
@19#.!

In conclusion, the suppression discussed in@6,7# is highly
sensitive to the form of the particle interactions consider
when couplings are considered which are found in most
alistic particle physics models, the effects of@6,7# recede.
Instead, in models from either of the two general clas
highlighted here, preheating can produce a strong amplifi
tion of metric perturbations on cosmologically significa
scales. Metric preheating thus allows us to rule out model
which backreaction effects fail to prevent super-Hubble n
linear growth, and shows that in the surviving models, th
will typically be some signature of preheating imprinted
the power spectrum. The robustness of the amplification
ther demonstrates the need to move towards more rea
models of preheating in order to develop a realistic und
standing of the predictions of inflation for observational co
mology.
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